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1

INTRODUCTION

This report is part of the EXCITING project, the EU-China study on IoT and 5G, which is jointly funded
by the European Union’s H2020 Research and Innovation programme, Ministry of Science and
Technology (MoST) in China, as well as the Swiss Authority.
This report, Deliverable D1.4, is the Dissemination and Communication activities [M12], which is
associated to Task 1.3 – Communication and Dissemination and part of WP 1 – Management and
Communication.
As identified in the DoA, the objective of this deliverable is to provide a summary of the dissemination
and communication activities that have been implemented by the EXCITING consortium during the
first 12 months of the project (November 2016 to October 2017).
The deliverable aims to provide information on the events organised and attended by partners (including
the target audience reached), communication established through the project website and social media
accounts, newsletters, promotional materials, webinars and other relevant channels. Wherever possible,
quantitative indicators are also presented.
As identified in D1.3, dissemination and communication is the responsibility of all partners. During the
last year, all partners have effectively been involved in the dissemination of the project.
In addition to the present Introduction section, this deliverable is divided into an additional four parts,
including:
•

Review of dissemination and communication objectives;

•

Summary of activities;

•

Impact evaluation;

•

Next steps.
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2

OBJECTIVES

As presented in the Introduction section, the objective of this deliverable is to provide a summary of the
dissemination and communication activities that have been implemented in the project from November
2016 to October 2017, corresponding to the first year of project activities.
Considering the nature of the EXCITING project, the specific objectives of the EXCITING
dissemination and communication plan (as originally listed in D1.3) are:
1. To build close and continuous interactions with the Future Internet stakeholders, namely those
linked to IoT and 5G, in Europe and China, in all the project events and during the project’s
lifetime.
2. To communicate and promote best practices and a EU-China collaboration roadmap, including
the latest evolutions and the state of the art in Future Internet technologies (IoT and 5G) as well
as all the outcomes and assets developed by the project.
3. To increase the public visibility and awareness of existing and future large scale pilot projects
for IoT and 5G in both Europe and China.
4. To promote the expected project impacts from the perspective of R&D&I, policy, technology,
economy and society.
5. To foster engagement, mobilisation and interaction among Future Internet stakeholders.
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3

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

This section presents a summary of the various dissemination and communication activities
implemented by the EXCITING partners. The main activities can be broken down into the following
parts:
•

Events: Conferences and workshops

•

Webinars

•

Website

•

Promotional materials

•

Newsletters

•

Press releases and articles

•

Social networks

•

PANORAMA Tool

Note that with some exceptions, all activities have been (and will continue to be) carried out in both
English and Chinese, thus maximising the number of stakeholders reached.

3.1

Events

As mentioned in D1.3, it is foreseen that EXCITING will (co-) organise two conferences and two
workshops (divided among Europe and China) to disseminate the project and its outcomes. These
events will be organised as individual events or alongside other relevant Future Internet-related events
to ensure a greater impact.
These events will be used to disseminate information about the project, to present and discuss results,
and identify opportunities for EU-China collaboration in Future Internet.
This section is further divided into two additional sub-sections: events that were organised by
EXCITING and other events attended by EXCITING partners.

3.1.1

Events organised by EXCITING

In the first year of the project, EXCITING organised one large Conference (in Beijing) and organised a
workshop, alongside the IoT Week/Global IoT Summit held in Geneva (June 2017).
EXCITING Conference: Conference of EU-China Collaboration on 5G and IoT Research
The first EXCITING Conference: Conference of EU-China Collaboration on 5G and IoT Research was
held on March 9, 2017 in Beijing, China.
The main objective of the conference was to present some of the latest developments of 5G and IoT in
both the EU and China. The conference covered topics including EU-China S&T cooperation priorities
in the fields of ICT, standardisation, cooperation on large scale pilots and testbeds, and also focused on
how to enable better EU-China cooperation in 5G and IoT. The conference was divided into four specific
sessions, namely on policy perspectives, technology perspectives, applications and joint future actions.
Approximately 220 stakeholders registered for the event. The large majority were from China, and came
from the industrial sector, research, policy makers and governmental associations and the civil society.
A number of renowned participants made an intervention or participated in the event. The opening
session included Mr. Pearse O'Donohue (Acting Director, DG CONNECT; video contribution) and Mr.
Wei Li (Vice Director of the High-technology Division, Department of Science and Technology, MIIT).
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The session on Policy included Mrs. Xia He (Deputy Chief Engineer, Communications Policy and
Economics Research Institute, CAICT); Ms. Xiaoying Wang (Policy Assistant, CONNECT); and Ms.
Caroline Chen (Vice Chair of Information and Communication Technology, EU Chambers of
Commerce in China).
The session on Technology Development (5G) included Mr. Jean-Pierre Bienaimé (Secretary General
of the 5G PPP Association), Prof. Rahim Tafazolli (Head of the Institute for Communication Systems
(ICS), UNIS), Dr. Chih-Lin I (Chief Scientist, Wireless Technologies, China Mobile), Dr. Betty Xu
(Seconded European Standardization Expert in China (SESEC III)), and Dr. Egon Schulz (Director of
Wireless Innovation, Huawei).
The session on Application included Prof. Jian Song (Director of DTV Technology R&D Centre,
Tsinghua University), Mr. Martin Potts (General Director and Founder, Martel), Mr. Antonio Graziano
(Vice-President of the European Public Affairs and Communications Office, Huawei Europe), Prof.
Ziqin Sang (Vice chairman of ITU-T SG20) and Prof. Yan Ma (BUPT).
Lastly, the session on Joint Actions towards Future Cooperation included the participation of
Mr. Jean-Pierre Bienaimé (Secretary General of the 5G PPP Association), Prof. Ziqin Sang (Vice
chairman of ITU-T SG20), Prof. Rahim Tafazolli (UNIS), Prof. Yan Ma (BUPT), Dr. Chih-Lin I (Chief
Scientist, Wireless Technologies, China Mobile), Mr. Antonio Graziano (Huawei) and Prof. Jian Song
(Director of DTV Technology R&D Center, Tsinghua University).
The full Conference programme can be found in Annex 1.
In addition to the full Conference day, the Consortium organised a private Round Table discussion with
selected external participations, as well as Advisory Board members. The objective of this closed
meeting was to discuss concrete actions on how to move forward with bilateral cooperation in the fields
of 5G and IoT.

Figure 1. EXCITING Conference – presentations
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Figure 2. EXCITING Conference - stakeholder discussion

Figure 3. EXCITING Conference - group photo of the consortium

The EXCITING conference was publicized on the project website1 (Figure 4), Twitter and LinkedIn
account2, among others. A summary of the outputs of the Conference was also published on the website
(Figure 5). Partners also publicised the Conference on their own websites (see Section 3.6).

1
2

https://euchina-iot5g.eu/event/conference-of-eu-china-collaboration-on-5g-and-iot-research/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12020929/12020929-6227416778914439172
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Figure 4. Publicity of the Conference of EU-China Collaboration on 5G and IoT Research on the EXCITING
website.

Figure 5. Summary of the Conference on the EXCITING website

EXCITING Workshop: IoT & 5G Large Scale Pilots: European and Chinese Perspectives
The first EXCITING Workshop: IoT & 5G Large Scale Pilots: European and Chinese Perspectives was
held on June 6, 2017 in Geneva, Switzerland. The workshop was organised as part of the IoT Week
2017 and the Global IoT Summit (GIoTS).
The objective of the workshop was to share information about recent developments and activities in the
fields of IoT and 5G and the cooperation between Europe and China, as well as to promote discussions
on ongoing and future activities.
The workshop was organised within the context of the GIoTS, and especially with the support of Latif
Ladid (University of Luxembourg) and Sébastien Ziegler (Mandat International), both partners in
EXCITING and part of the GIoTS steering committee.
The workshop, which was held in the afternoon of June 6, had the following agenda and participation:
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Time

Topic

Panel

15:00 – 15:15

Introduction to the EXCITING
project: what have we done so far?

Martin Potts and Kai Zhang (Martel)

15:15 – 15:45

Initial recommendations to the EU
and Chinese authorities

•
•
•
•

15:45 – 16:15

Coffee break and networking

Yuming Ge (CAICT)
Georgios Karagiannis (Huawei)
Rahim Tafazolli (UNIS)
Martin Potts (Martel)

16:15 – 17:15

Global IoT Summit (GIoTS) Industry
Session Panel – 5G/IoT Trials and
Large Scale Pilots (LSPs)

Moderator:
Latif Ladid (UL)
Panelists:
• Georgios Karagiannis (Huawei)
• Detlef-Georg Fuehrer (EC JRC)
• Alexander Berlin (Berlin Thinking)
• Rahim Tafazolli (UNIS)

17:15 – 17:25

Join us in upcoming events/activities

Martin Potts and Kai Zhang (Martel)

17:25 – 17:45

Q&A + Interaction with the audience

Public intervention

Figure 6. Mr. Martin Potts, EXCITING Coordinator, at the IoT Week 2017 and the Global IoT Summit (GIoTS)
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Figure 7. Publicity of the workshop on the EXCITING website

3.1.2

Events with EXCITING partners’ participation

During the first 12 months of the project, EXCITING partners have participated in various external
events. Some of these events were attended by more than one partner, others individually. Table 1
provides a summary of the events with EXCITING participation (beginning with the most recent
events). A more detailed description of a selection of these events is also provided.
Table 1. Summary of events with EXCITING participation
Event

Location

EU-China Workshop on 5G
Developments and
Collaboration Opportunities

Brussels
(Belgium)

July 12, 2017

Net Futures 2017

Brussels
(Belgium)

June 28-29,
2017

ERICENA High Level
Workshop

Brussels
(Belgium)

June 20, 2017
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Partners

Type of dissemination

Martel

Advises were given on how
to manage collaborative
funding projects between
EU and China.

Martel

Networking and sharing
information about
EXCITING

SPI,
InterInnov

Organisation (SPI) and
participation (InterInnov);
project dissemination.
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Event

Location

Date

European Conference on
Networks and
Communications (EuCNC)

Oulu (Finland)

June 12-15,
2017

IoT Week / Global IoT
Summit

Geneva
(Switzerland)

June 6-9,
2017

EU-China Business Summit

Brussels
(Belgium)

June 2, 2017

5G Huddle Forum

Ottawa
(Canada)

Type of dissemination

Martel

Networking and sharing
information about
EXCITING

Martel,
UL

Networking and sharing
information about
EXCITING

Martel

Moderation of a session;
sharing information about
EXCITING

UNIS

Participation in session of
the workshop; sharing
information about
EXCITING

UNIS

Organisation of workshop;
sharing information about
EXCITING

UPMC

Networking and sharing
information about
EXCITING

SPI

Networking and sharing
information about
EXCITING

UL

Involved in organisation;
sharing information about
EXCITING

Martel,
SPI, UL

Networking and sharing of
brochure

Martel,
UL

Presentation of EXCITING
project, networking and
sharing of brochure

UL

Networking and sharing
information about
EXCITING

InterInnov

Oral Presentation of
EXCITING; networking and
sharing of brochure

Martel,
UL

Oral Presentation of
EXCITING; networking and
sharing of brochure

UL

Delivered keynote;
networking and sharing
information about
EXCITING

UL

Co-organiser and
networking

June 1, 2017

3rd CROWD-NET
international workshop in
conjunction with IEEE
ICC'17

Paris (France)

May 21, 2017

The Global Future Network
Development Summit

Jiangning,
Nanjing
(China)

April 17-18,
2017

China’s Industrial Upgrading
in a Global Economy

Beijing (China)

April 20,
2017

ETSI Summit on 5G
Network Infrastructure

Sophia
Antipolis
(France)

April 6, 2017

IEEE 5G Summit – Lisbon

Lisbon
(Portugal)

January 19,
2017

Global Network Technology
Conference (GNTC)

Beijing (China)

December 79, 2016

IoT World Europe

Dublin
(Ireland)

November
21-22, 2016

China High-Tech Fair

Shenzhen
(China)

November
16-21, 2016

2nd Global 5G-PPP Summit

Rome (Italy)

November 910, 2016

IoT 2016

Stuttgart
(Germany)

November 79, 2016

Berlin IEEE 5G Summit

Berlin
(Germany)

November 2,
2016
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EU-China Workshop on 5G Developments and Collaboration Opportunities
The EU-China Workshop on 5G Developments and Collaboration Opportunities took place in Brussels,
Belgium, on July 12, 2017. The objective of the workshop was to bring together representatives from
the key 5G initiatives in China and Europe. Different stakeholders, including telecom operators,
vendors, service providers, universities and research institutes (from Europe and China) were invited to
present a selection of the latest 5G developments, future plans, and actions on concrete opportunities for
collaborations in the 5G R&I area. The workshop was co-organised by the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology (MIIT - China) and the Directorate-General for Communications Network,
Content and Technology (DG CONNECT - EU).
EXCITING was represented by Martel, InterInnov and Huawei.
Website: https://www.5tonic.org/5g-event/eu-china-workshop-5g-developments-and-collaborationopportunities

ERICENA High Level Workshop
The ERICENA High Level Workshop was held in Brussels, Belgium on June 20, 2017. The ERICENA
project aims to establish a Research and Innovation Centre of excellence in China, aiming to provide
and facilitate the provision of STI services (e.g. networking, advice and support, training, among others)
to private and public European clients. The workshop aimed to understand the STI Framework in China
according to the six PESTLE categories: Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Legal and
Environmental.
EXCITING was represented by SPI, who coordinates ERICENA, and was an opportunity to discuss
how the proposed Centre can contribute in the long term to the work developed in EXCITING.

European Conference on Networks and Communications (EuCNC)
The European Conference on Networks and Communications (EuCNC) took place in Oulu, Finland on
June 12-15, 2017. The theme for the conference was “5G – European Roadmap, Global Impact”, aiming
to provide a clear focus towards 5G technology validation and deployment, an area where Europe is a
leader in the field. The event included workshops and tutorials, as well as many keynote speeches,
various technical parallel sessions, panel sessions and poster sessions.
EXCITING was represented by Martel, who established positive connections with various stakeholders,
including representatives from research and innovation projects funded by the EC and its 5G PPP
initiative. It was also used as an opportunity to interview organisers of the event, 5G PPP projects and
relevant representatives (including EXCITING Advisory Group Member, Jean-Pierre Bienaimé), and
EC representatives.
Website: http://www.eucnc.eu/

Global Future Network Development Summit
The Global Future Network Development Summit took place in the Jiangning, Nanjing (China) on April
17-18, 2017. The objective of the event was to promote in-depth discussions on the theme of “Innovation
and win-win cooperation, ushering in the future development” on topics such as the opportunities and
challenges the current network encounters, cutting-edge technology trends of future network, operator
network transformation and reconfiguration, construction of future network test-bed, and future network
industry and innovative application.
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EXCITING was represented by UPMC, which presented a keynote speech and the work being
developed in the framework of the project.
Website: http://www.gfnds.com/en/show.php?id=144

IEEE 5G Summit - Lisbon
The IEEE 5G Summit was held in Lisbon (Portugal) on January 19, 2017. It was an event that brought
together high-level speakers from the industry, universities and policy making bodies, who presented
their views, expectations, and concerns on the future development of 5G across the globe.
EXCITING was represented by UL, through Mr. Latif Ladid (who is a co-chair of these initiatives),
Martel and SPI. This event was an opportunity to promote the EXCITING project and the conference
that would be later held in Beijing in March.
Website: http://www.5gsummit.org/lisbon/

Global Network Technology Conference
The Global Network Technology Conference took place in Beijing (China) on December 7-9, 2016. The
main topics of the event were new technology, new architecture and new networks. The event invited
global top experts and was divided into one conference (The Global Trend of Network Technology),
one dialogue (Global Network Transformation), six technological summits (IPv6, SDN, NFV, 5G, NBIoT, Cloud Computing), several technical workshops (Open-O, ONF-SDN Skills Certification, CORD
and several customizable workshop), and special events (The Declaration of Global IPv6 Development,
Intelligent Women Dialogue). The conference had more than 1000 representatives from the
telecommunication field to support the coordinated and harmonized advance between industries,
academia and researchers, and discussing the global Network Transformation.
EXCITING was represented by several partners who provided presentations, including CAS and HUST
(from China), and Martel.
Website: https://www.sdxcentral.com/event/2016-global-network-technology-conference-beijing/

China High-Tech Fair
The China High-Tech Fair took place in Shenzhen (China) on November 16-21, 2016. The China HiTech Fair 2016 (CHTF) is the largest and the most influential scientific and technological fair in China.
It has played an important role in commercialization, industrialization and internationalization of hightech achievements as well as promotion of economic and technological cooperation between China and
other countries. Being part of CHTF, the China High-tech Forum has won extraordinary reputation by
its high-profile speakers since 1999. The China High-tech Forum 2016 invited honourable guests
including foreign ministerial level government officials, scientists, entrepreneurs and the representatives
of Multinational companies to deliver speeches on the topic of the Innovation & Entrepreneurship,
Cross-border Integration.
EXCITING was represented by SPI and InterInnov.
Website: http://www.chtf.com/
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Second Global 5G Event
The Second Global 5G Event took place in Rome (Italy) on November 9-10, 2016. The event offered
participants lively debates around spectrum, standards and deployment of 5G, and showcased the latest
5G developments from industrial players and global 5G associations. The event also covered the main
results of European 5G-PPP projects. During this second event in the Global 5G Series, experts from all
corners of the globe discussed 5G progress through a series of focused sessions on 5G policy
perspectives, 5G system architecture, spectrum, 5G air interface and radio resource management,
network management & software networks and 5G for verticals in the new economy.
EXCITING was represented by Martel. The project kick-off meeting being held back-to-back with the
event.
Website: https://5g-ppp.eu/event/second-global-5g-event-on-9-10-november-2016-in-rome-italy/

3.2

Webinars

The first EXCITING webinar was held on July 26, 2017. The title of the webinar was “The development
and future of IoT and IPv6 in China”.
The objective of the webinar was to discuss the current development of IoT and IPv6 in China by
understanding the policy and support of funding programmes from the Chinese IoT plan, identifying the
IPv6 deployment strategy, and analyse the IoT security threats.
Invitation to participate in the webinar was established through the project website, social media
accounts as well as direct mailing to participants. The webinar was co-organised by BUPT and SPI, and
was moderated by Kai Zhang from Martel.
The main discussion topics, which also defined the webinar’s agenda, focussed on the following:
•

Are there any successful IoT cases in China?

•

What security threats are we facing for IoT application? How are Internet companies dealing
with them?

•

Introduction of policy and financial supports by the Chinese government for IoT development.

•

Which field could be a breakthrough for China to speed up IPv6 deployment?

•

What are the new functions and opportunities IPv6 brings to China?

The first EXCITING webinar was mainly directed to Chinese stakeholders and had eight participants.
The agenda and full details of the webinar can be found in Annex 2.

3.3

Website

The project website is one of the main communication tools of the project and is a primary platform for
information sharing with the identified target groups. It was developed at the project start, in English
and Chinese, and is available at the following link: https://euchina-iot5g.eu/ (English) and
https://euchina-iot5g.eu/zh/ (Chinese).
The website includes information on the project objectives, relevant news, a calendar with events,
information on the consortium, resources (e.g. public deliverables) and contacts. The website has been
updated regularly with relevant information, including deliverables, webinars, useful documents and
promotional materials (e.g. brochures).
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Figure 8. Screenshot of the EXCITING website (English version)

Figure 9. Screenshot of the EXCITING website (Chinese version)

In the first year of the project, a total of 15 publications have been made on the site, in English and in
Chinese. This has facilitated the contact with stakeholders from Europe and China.
The publications have mainly focused on publicizing and reporting on project events, as well as other
activities and news pieces directly related to the project.
Main indicators
As of October 26, 2017, the website has registered the following metrics:
•

7.178: number of page views;

•

5.610: number of unique page views;

•

3.126: number of sessions

•

2 min, 6 seconds: average time a visitor spent viewing a page from the site.

•

Countries with most visits to the site (top 10, based on the sessions):
1. China (816)
2. USA (365)
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3. Switzerland (269)
4. France (223)
5. Portugal (210)
6. Belgium (157)
7. United Kingdom (144)
8. Germany (104)
9. Hong Kong (64)
10. Luxembourg (59)
•

Most visited pages (top 10, based on page views):
1. Home page (English version): 1.749
2. EU-China Conference: 619
3. EU-China Conference: 449
4. EU-China Conference (China version): 280
5. News page: 274
6. Home page (China version): 273
7. Consortium: 230
8. Deliverables: 206
9. Calendar: 190
10. About the project: 160

3.4

Promotional materials

A project brochure has been developed to promote he project. An English (Figure 10 and Figure 11) and
Chinese (Figure 12 and Figure 13) version of the brochure was developed. The brochure aims to market
the project to the defined target groups, allowing a fast understanding of the project objectives, the
methodology and approach, activities, expected outcomes, and the project consortium.
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Figure 10. Brochure cover page (English) – including
title and website

Figure 11. Brochure interior (English) – description of
the methodology and approach

Figure 12. Brochure cover page (Chinese) – including
title and website

Figure 13. Brochure interior (Chinese) – description of
the methodology and approach

A project roll-up, which was first used at the EXCITING conference, was also developed for the project.
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Figure 14. EXCITING project roll-up

3.5

Newsletters

At the end of the first year of the project, one newsletter has been developed to highlight the main
activities developed in the project. The newsletter was launched before the summer, in July 2017.
The newsletter is divided into four main sections: (1) Project background and ‘Word from the
Coordinator’, which includes a brief note from the Coordinator on the current status of the project; (2)
EXCITING Updates, which includes information about ongoing project activities and results from
events that partners have attended; (3) External news, which includes a selected number of news pieces
related to the areas addressed by the project (e.g. Future Internet, 5G, IoT); and (4) EXCITING and
relevant events, which includes a short-list of potential events to be attended by project partners or other
stakeholders.
Excluding the first section, the newsletter included 19 different news pieces distributed amongst the
remaining three sections.
Figure 15 represents an image of the newsletter (English version), which can be found at the following
link: http://web.spi.pt/ExcitingNewsletter/newsletter1/. The Chinese version (Figure 16) is available at:
https://euchina-iot5g.eu/zh/exciting-newsletter-no-1-available/
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Figure 15. Screenshot of EXCITING Newsletter no. 1 (June-July 2017) – English version
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Figure 16. Screenshot of EXCITING Newsletter no. 1 (June-July 2017) – Chinese version
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3.6

Press releases and articles

Specific EXCITING activities have been publicised on several different channels, including those under
the responsibility of the partners as well as others. The following is a list of channels that have publicised
the project:
Partner channels
•

Martel: https://www.martel-innovate.com/ec-projects/exciting-eu-china-study-on-iot-and-5g/

•

Martel: https://www.martel-innovate.com/news/2016/11/22/h2020-eu-china-exciting-projectkickoff/

•

SPI: http://www.spi.pt/p.noticias.g/not/864

•

SPI: http://www.spi.pt/en.noticias.g/not/863

•

Huawei: https://huawei.eu/events/eu-china-collaboration-5g-and-iot-research

•

InterInnov: http://www.interinnov.eu/2017/03/1st-exciting-conference-on-eu-chinacollaboration-on-5g-and-iot-research.html

Other channels
•

InterComms – International Communications Project: http://www.intercomms.net/issue27/dev-4.html

•

5G-PPP: https://5g-ppp.eu/event/eu-china-conference-on-iot-and-5g-research-excitingproject/

•

Picasso Project: http://www.picasso-project.eu/2017/01/19/conference-of-eu-chinacollaboration-on-5g-and-iot-research/

•

CLEPA: https://clepa.eu/mediaroom/sesec-conference-eu-china-collaboration-iot-5gresearch/

•

European Union Chamber of Commerce in China:
http://www.europeanchamber.com.cn/en/upcomingevents/12079/Chamber_Supported_Conference_of_EU_China_Collaboration_on_5G_and_Io
T_Research

•

Beijing Changfeng Information Technology Industry Alliance:
http://www.cfict.com.cn/plus/view.php?aid=1746

•

IPv6 Form: http://www.ipv6forum.com/

•

LTE to 5G: http://www.lteto5g.com/exciting-eu-china-iot-5g-consortium-organising-firstevent-beijing-tomorrow/
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3.7

Social networks

Social networking tools have been used for project communication and dissemination but also to engage
stakeholders in the EXCITING activities. These social networks have been used to announce project
news, activities and outcomes. EXCITING accounts were set up on Twitter and LinkedIn.
Twitter
https://twitter.com/EUChina_IoT5G
As of October 27, 2017, the EXCITING Twitter account has done 345 tweets, follows 76 accounts, is
followed by 106 accounts and has received 83 likes.

Figure 17. Screenshot of the EXCITING Twitter account (October 27, 2017)

LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12020929
As of October 26, 2017, the EXCITING LinkedIn account has made 31 publications and has 28 members.
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Figure 18. Screenshot of the EXCITING LinkedIn account
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3.8

PANORAMA Tool

The PANORAMA tool was been available during 2017 as one of the asset of the WP5. The tool helps
stakeholders in identifying new opportunities. It provides, in a single location, all open calls, projects,
upcoming events, funding agencies, networks and clusters, outcomes from the EXCITING project
(reports, webinars, public deliverables...) related to Europe/China collaboration in Internet of Things
and 5G themes. The online content is continuously updated.
Thus, the PANORAMA tool helps stakeholders in their business activities and supports the EXCITING
consortium in its dissemination tasks.
The PANORAMA online tool is available at the following URL: https://panorama.euchina-iot5g.eu.

Figure 19. PANORAMA Tool
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4

IMPACT EVALUATION

The evaluation of the impact of the dissemination and communication activities is a key aspect of the
project. This process has been carried out in a continuous manner to identify activities that require
additional efforts to achieve the defined quantitative targets (KPIs) for the various activities.
Table 2 presents the defined quantitative indicators of the project for ach activity (measure), the target
for the end of the project and the current status.
Table 2. Quantitative impact assessment indicators

Measure

Indicators

Value achieved
[End Year 1]

Target no.
[End of
projet]

Source of evidence

Brochure

Nº of brochures
distributed

300

1,000

Consortium
information, built upon
partner’s contacts,
events, etc.

Press
Releases /
articles

Nº of news items
released

14

3

Links on the web

Project
Website

Nº of visitors to the
website

7.178 (page views);
3.126 (sessions)

5,000

Consortium information
(project website)

Nº of followers
Twitter

106

Nº of followers
LinkedIn

250
28

Monitoring EXCITING
profiles on such
networks

Newsletter

Nº of readers

330

450

Recording of emails
sent

1

Webinars

Nº of webinars
organised
Nº of participants

8

3 (1-2 per year)
15 participants/
webinar

Consortium information
(project website)

Nº of Workshops
organised

1

40

Nº of participants

60

Attendance proof (e.g.
photos)

Nº of Conferences
organised

1

100

Nº of participants

200

Attendance proof (e.g.
photos)

Not defined
Diss. & Comm.
Plan

---

Social
networks

Workshops

Conferences

Events

Nº of events
attended
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Complementary notes
Brochures: As the project will still organise two additional events (one Conference and one Workshop),
and participation in complementary events is still expected, it was decided to print a second batch of
brochures for distribution in the second year of the project.
Project website: Numbers previously presented in Section 3.3. The key indicators are: 7.128 page views
from 3.126 unique sessions. It is expected that the project reach the defined indicator by the end of the
project.
Social networks: EXCITING has two main social networks: Twitter and LinkedIn. Additional efforst
will be made to increase the number of followers on both networks.
Newsletter: Value considers subscription requests, direct e-mailing and views on website. It is expected
that the defined value for the project be achieved with the second and third editions of the newsletter.
Webinars: It is expected that the next webinar will attract additional participation as it will focus on the
European context.
Workshops: Proposed values have been met.
Conferences: Proposed values have been met.
Events attended: Metric not previously defined. There has been a very active participation of partners
in various events, which has contributed to a large dissemination and awareness raising of the project.
Qualitative indicators
Qualitative indicators are a complementary means to measure the project’s impact. While they do not
evaluate in terms of numbers, they provide information in terms of quality. Qualitative indicators can
be a person’s feedback, a group perspective, an idea about the success (or lack thereof) of something, or
suggestions for the future.
Qualitative feedback has mostly been collected through participation in events. In general, the project
has been very well received. Individuals contacted have identified clear value in the activities of the
project and the expected results.
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5

NEXT STEPS

Stakeholder engagement, dissemination and general awareness raising will continue to be priorities in
the second year of the project. As more tangible results become available, it will be possible to
disseminate these to the various target audiences and further engage with them.
EXCITING will continue to leverage the aforementioned tools and channels, but will also aim to be
more dynamic in its approach, thus increasing the impact of the project.
Specific next steps for dissemination and communication are:
Table 3. List of next steps for EXCITING dissemination and communication activities
Tool, channel, activity

Next step

2nd EXCITING Conference

The 2nd EXCITING Conference will, in principle, be held in the first
semester of 2018, back to back with a key event in China. This choice is
based on the objective of ensuring maximum participation of local
stakeholders and establishing specific moments to jointly discuss the
exploitation of the project.

2nd EXCITING Workshop

The 2nd EXCITING Workshop will, in principle, be held in the second
semester of 2018, also back to back with a key event in Europe. Similar
to the Conference, there is a clear intention of maximising stakeholder
participation in the EXCITING event to discuss the project’s results and
how these can be exploited by partners and target end users.

External events

Partners will continue to participate in relevant external events where
IoT, 5G and EU-China cooperation are key topics.

Webinars

Two webinars will be organised in the second year of the project. The
first will likely be held at the end of 2017 or beginning of 2018, and will
likely focus on the results already obtained (and discussed in some
project deliverables). The target audience will likely be Europe. A
second webinar will be organised closer to the end of the project and
focus on exploitation strategies of the project and how to further
continue EU-China cooperation in 5G and IoT.

Website

The website will continue to be updated with relevant news, updates on
events and other information.

Promotional materials

Brochures will continue to be distributed to stakeholders at events
organised by EXCITING and others attended by partners.

Newsletters

Two newsletters will be developed in the second year of the project. The
first will likely be released December 2017/January 2018; the second in
September 2018. These will continue to focus on key outputs of the
project, including participation in events.

Press releases and online articles

EXCITING will continue to use online media platforms as a means to
disseminate the project.

Social networks

EXCITING will look to be increasingly dynamic in the use of its
selected social networks. It will look to engage additional users on
LinkedIn and particularly on Twitter, taking advantage of the EC’s own
social media activity.
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6

ANNEXES

Annex 1. Agenda of the Conference of EU-China Collaboration on 5G and
IoT Research
[Image 1 of 3]

[Image 2 of 3]
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[Image 3 of 3]
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Annex 2. First EXCITING Webinar – Agenda
[Image 1 of 7]
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[Image 2 of 7]
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[Image 3 of 7]
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[Image 4 of 7]
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[Image 5 of 7]
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[Image 6 of 7]
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[Image 7 of 7]
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Annex 3. Overview of project website metrics
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